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Theme 1 – Natural & Built Heritage
Building Rules Consent Processing
The percentage of Building Rules Consent Applications completed within three
months of lodgement
Quarter 1 result showed a marked improvement with 83.01% of building rules consents due
completed on time.
RESULTS

INTERPRETATION
This measure is a lag indicator, with performance measured only on those consents due
within the current quarter based on lodgment date within the previous quarter. This
measure does not include additional consents completed during the period that are
overdue or not yet due, therefore it is a reflection of Council’s achievement of its
designated service level for Building Rules Consent assessment (within 3 months of
lodgement) for that period rather than overall rate of effort during the period.
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The activity data presented on page 9 of this report provides a snapshot of actual Building
Rules Consent applications approved, both on time and overdue during the first quarter.
The first quarter result shows that 83.01% of Building Rules Consents due in the first quarter
were completed within three months of lodgment. Whilst these results still fall short of the
targeted 90% completion rate, they represent a marked improvement from the same
period last year.
RESPONSE
During 2018/19, the Development Services team will participate in a key project under
Council’s Change Program to review policy, information, processes and systems within the
development assessment area with a view to improving assessment processing
turnaround times, increasing end to end electronic processing and improving our
customers’ experience.
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Planning Consent Processing
The percentage of Planning Consent Applications completed within three months
of lodgement
Quarter 1 target not met with 70.0% of planning consents due completed on time.
RESULTS

INTERPRETATION
As per the previous measure, this measure is a lag indicator, with performance measured
only on those consents due within the current quarter based on lodgment date within the
previous quarter. This measure does not include additional consents completed during the
period that are overdue or not yet due, therefore it is a reflection of Council’s
achievement of its designated service level for Development Plan Consent assessment
(within 3 months of lodgement) for that period rather than overall rate of effort during the
period.
The activity data presented on page 9 of this report provides a snapshot of actual
Development Plan Consent applications approved, both on time and overdue during the
fourth quarter.
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The first quarter result shows that 70.0% of Development Plan Consents due in the first
quarter were completed within three months of lodgment. These results fall well short of
the targeted 90% completion rate.
RESPONSE
During 2018/19, the Development Services team will participate in a key project under
Council’s Change Program to review policy, information, processes and systems within the
development assessment area with a view to improving assessment processing
turnaround times, increasing end to end electronic processing and improving our
customers’ experience.
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Activity Snapshot

Development
Applications
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Theme 2 – Community & Culture
Library Visits
The number of library visits and participation within the Barossa Council Area
Target exceeded
RESULTS

INTERPRETATION)
Annual Measure - Library visits (159,635 during 2017/18) continue to exceed the target of 5
visits per capita due to the diverse range of activities and uses of the library including
regular borrowing (235,042 items), internet and Wifi access for homework, job seekers,
printing and family history. Regular events increase library visitor numbers, with 723 library
events held during 2017/18 with 9,976 participants. Events included author talks, story times
and children’s programs, health events, book clubs, book week activities, scrabble, mahjong, chess, writers groups, craft, art and writing groups.
RESPONSE
No response required.
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Activity Snapshot
Community Assistance
Grants

Volunteer Management

Regional Gallery
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* The above charts do not represent Council’s full volunteering
profile, with additional volunteers currently contributing to the
community committees and other programs which don’t
currently formally collect volunteer data.

Youth

Library Services
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Theme 3 – Infrastructure
Asset Sustainability
Ratio of Capital expenditure on renewal or replacement of assets for a period
compared to the optimal level of such expenditure proposed in a Council’s
Infrastructure and Asset Management Plan.
Target not met for 2017/18.
RESULTS

INTERPRETATION
Annual Measure – The Asset Sustainability Ratio uses asset depreciation expense as the
denominator and expenditure on replacement and renewal as the numerator.
The Financial data reported as at 30 June 2018 in Quarter 4 – 2017/18 was based on
preliminary figures and were subject to change based on the finalisation of Council’s end
of financial year calculations.
The updated 2017/18 result was $4,611K/$7,503K or a ratio of 61% which is outside the
target range. The rolling three year average stands at 52%, which is also still well below the
target range of 80% to 110%. The unfavorable result for the 2017/18 ratio is the result of the
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ongoing under delivery of expenditure on renewal/replacement within the capital
program.
In addition, a substantial amount of 'Upgraded' asset work completed each year (and for
2017/18 included capital work on Springton roads and district wide footpaths) is partly
renewing components of existing assets. For normal work cycles, components of these
assets would need to be replaced when the depreciation or consumption of them had
reduced their remaining life to zero, but as they are being upgraded to a better service
level, they are effectively replacing asset components that would normally need to be
replaced as/when due.
The calculation to compile the Asset Sustainability Ratio does not include any upgrade
costs as it is not considered to be 'renewal/replacement'. This is then effectively
understating the expenditure for asset replacement and the ratio is not then reflecting the
true actual net asset renewals.
Further this indicator is under review for its usefulness at sector level, it has inherent flaws as
outlined above and is currently not being compared with predicted asset management
plan spends which would see Council exceeding its target. It is the CEO’s view that this
indicator should be replaced with one known as the Asset Consumption Ratio which
actually gives a stable long term picture of the “newness” or “utilisation” of the asset pool
which indicates a much better representation over time of the state of the assets.
RESPONSE
The 2018/19 capital program includes $3.259M in carry-overs from the 2017/18 capital
program. It is anticipated that the delivery of these carryovers, along with the base
2018/19 capital program, will result in an asset sustainability ratio within the target range
for 2018/19, along with improving the rolling three year average.
The 2018/19 capital program is already well advanced in comparison with the prior two
years and significant funds have been already expended or committed at the end of
quarter 1. Further the asset program will be reduced in quarter 2 as there is significant
allowance for phase 1 The Big Project expenditure should the Regional Growth Fund
application to the Federal Government being successful.
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Asset Spending Ratio
Ratio of asset expenditure on renewal, replacement and upgraded assets and
maintenance on assets.
2017/18 target achieved.
RESULTS

INTERPRETATION
Annual Measure – As a result of Council’s ongoing commitment to refining data analysis
methodology and increasing the accuracy and reliability of performance data, the
counting rules for this measure have been modified during 2017/18 and applied across the
last three financial years to include financial data from Council’s caravan parks.
The Financial data reports as at 30 June 2018 was based on preliminary figures and was
subject to change based on the finalisation of Council’s end of financial year
calculations.
The updated 2017/18 result shows the ratio of expenditure on renewal, replacement and
upgraded assets plus maintenance expenditure on assets equaled 100.3%, which is within
the target range. Analysis of expenditure over a three year period also shows
performance within the target range. The asset spending ratio is however on a downward
trend, which is directly linked to capital project performance.
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RESPONSE
The downward trend in the asset spending ratio is being addressed primarily by the Works
and Engineering Services Directorate via better forward planning and it is expected
improved performance in the delivery of capital projects will see this trend addressed. It
also reflects a low anticipated spend on maintenance activities and this has been
accounted for in future budgets, especially as capital expenditure programs deliver
renewed and upgraded assets, maintenance expenditure (especially reactive) is
expected to be lower than long term trend.
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Activity Snapshot

Traffic, Road & Footpath
Management

Cemetery Management
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Parks, Gardens &
Reserves Maintenance

Community Facility
Management

* The above data does not represent Council’s full lease and
licensing obligations as it only includes those leases and licenses
currently managed within Pathway.
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Theme 4 – Health & Wellbeing
Nuisance and Environmental Complaint Resolution Rate
Percentage resolved within due date.
Target not met for Quarter 1.
RESULTS

INTERPRETATION
During the calculation of Quarter 1 results, an anomaly was identified in the counting rules
applied from December 2017, resulting in the publishing of poorer results for the final three
quarters of 2017/18 than was actually the case. This anomaly arose due to the
introduction of new nuisance and litter control customer request types. The data has been
refreshed and now reflects the actual results.
During quarter 1 of 2018/19 there was an improvement in the percentage of nuisance and
environmental requests completed within the nominated due date (62%), however this
result is still below the nominated target.
The ongoing inability to meet the nominated target is an indicator of the increasing
demand for these services and can largely be attributed to the introduction of the Local
Nuisance and Litter Control Act 2016, which saw Councils take on a new regulatory role in
littering from 1 February 2017 and a new role in regulating local nuisances from 1 July 2017.
During the first quarter, there were a total of 63 requests across the Local Nuisance and
Litter Control request types compared to zero in 2016/17 and 35 in 2017/18.
Over the first quarter Council data showed a decrease in the number of Animal request
types compared to the same period in the previous two financial years, as seen below,
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due to the transition of dog and cat related activity to the State Governments ‘Dogs and
Cats Online’ system. Whilst there was a reduction of activity in this space, Council has
been impacted by the introduction of two new functions.
As part of the agreement to develop the Warren Reservoir into a recreational fishing,
kayaking and tourist destination; staff identified an initial increase in workload and
requests for service in relation to the agreed compliance and regulatory functions as well
as necessary inspections. Ongoing compliance work and inspections will need to be
undertaken, predominately after hours.
The State Government has also introduced legislative changes which requires Council to
develop guidelines, issue approvals and undertake necessary compliance inspections in
relation to the operation of mobile food vendors or ‘Food Trucks’. This will see a further
increase in workload and requests for service. The impacts of these additional functions
will need to be monitored closely.

RESPONSE
It is expected that increasing implementation of smart mobile applications will streamline
and improve the customer service resolution process for staff. These processing efficiencies
will need to be realised to improve both service delivery and the ability for staff to
updated actions and customer requests, to ensure the future achievement of complaint
resolution targets despite growing request numbers.
With a focus on continuous improvement, administrative processes will continue to be
monitored, refined and improved. The work being undertaken as part of the review of
services levels will be important in the context of this report.
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Waste Disposal Rate
Percentage of waste disposed to landfill
Progressing towards target of < 60.8% with a total of 62% of waste disposed to landfill
during the 1st Quarter
RESULTS

INTERPRETATION
During the first quarter for 2018/19, Council recorded a waste to landfill rate of 62%, falling
just 1.2% short of the target.
During Quarter 1, 1,223 tonnes of rubbish (landfill waste) was collected, representing a
reduction of 172 tonnes of rubbish compared to the same period in 2017/18.
RESPONSE
Council’s waste and recycling collection service contract expired in June 2018. In the first
half of 2017/18 Council participated in a regional tender for disposal services via the
Barossa Regional Procurement Group and selected Solo Resource Recovery to deliver
waste management services from July 2018. Under the new agreement, Council is
continuing to offer rubbish, recycling and green waste collection services and to promote
the ongoing diversion of waste from landfill to recycling and recovery.
Council is also currently developing a Waste Management Strategy to guide its approach
in offering alternative waste management options for other waste streams including e-
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waste and soft plastic, and for encouraging a reduction of waste disposed to landfill and
increase in recycling and organics disposal.
Council endorsed a new Waste Management Services Policy on 26 April 2018, which
defines Council’s role as a waste and recycling service provider.
As part of the roll out of the new service, Council also commenced a campaign to
encourage residents to take the challenge to Waste Less, Recycle More. This message was
featured strongly in the lead up to the new contract and has continued during the first
quarter of 2018/19. The new trucks and bins also display the message. Over time, it is
hoped that this campaign will result in a reduction in the amount of waste put to landfill.
During the first quarter a part time Waste Management Officer commenced in a brand
new role for Council. The primary objectives of this role include: ensuring all licensing,
environmental and contractual requirements / conditions are adhered to by the Waste
Management Contractors; managing issues relating to waste management; and
developing the strategic direction and an education program for waste management
across Council.
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Recycling Rate
Percentage of waste recycled
Progressing towards target of > 39.2% with 38% of waste recycled during Quarter 1
RESULTS

INTERPRETATION
Recycling statistics consist of both co-mingled recycling collected via Council’s yellow
lidded bins and organic material collected via the currently voluntary green lidded bin
green waste collection service.
During the first quarter for 2018/19, Council recorded a recycling rate of 38% (24% yellow
lidded waste and 14% green waste) which is just 1.2% short of the target.
During the first quarter, 474 tonnes of yellow lidded recycling and 274 tonnes of green
waste were collected, which represents a slight decrease in recycling and increase in
green waste compared to the same period in 2017/18 (yellow – 523 and green – 271).
Despite little growth in the tonnes of co-mingled recycling compared to quarter 1 in
2017/18, the overall tonnes of waste have reduced resulting in a favorable outcome in the
percentage of waste recycled.
RESPONSE
Council’s waste and recycling collection service contract expired in June 2018. In the first
half of 2017/18 Council participated in a regional tender for disposal services via the
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Barossa Regional Procurement Group and selected Solo Resource Recovery to deliver
waste management services from July 2018. Under the new agreement, Council is
continuing to offer rubbish, recycling and green waste collection services and to promote
the ongoing diversion of waste from landfill to recycling and recovery.
Council is also currently developing a Waste Management Strategy to guide its approach
in offering alternative waste management options for other waste streams including ewaste and soft plastic, and for encouraging a reduction of waste disposed to landfill and
increase in recycling and organics disposal.
Council endorsed a new Waste Management Services Policy on 26 April 2018, which
defines Council’s role as a waste and recycling service provider.
As part of the roll out of the new service, Council also commenced a campaign to
encourage residents to take the challenge to Waste Less, Recycle More. This message was
featured strongly in the lead up to the new contract and has continued during the first
quarter of 2018/19. The new trucks and bins also display the message. Over time, it is
hoped that this campaign will result in a reduction in the amount of waste put to landfill.
At the beginning of January, China banned foreign waste imports, including waste paper,
textiles, plastics and certain types of metals. This ban is likely to force waste companies to
stockpile recycling waste, or send it to landfill. There are strong calls on both Federal and
State Governments to assist in creating new markets for recycled waste in Australia, and
provide a ‘relief package’ for local government to offset potential increases in recycling
costs. While NAWMA have already increased the recycling sorting charge, the new waste
contract has provided Council with a buffer to this initial increase.
Notwithstanding the China situation, Council will continue to promote recycling, including
green organics. The average garbage bin contains 60% organic material waste. The bulk
of which is food (40%) and garden waste (20%). The introduction of green organic bins as
part of the new waste service will go a long way to achieving our target to reduce waste
to landfill in the household sector.
During the first quarter a part time Waste Management Officer commenced in a brand
new role for Council. The primary objectives of this role include: ensuring all licensing,
environmental and contractual requirements / conditions are adhered to by the Waste
Management Contractors; managing issues relating to waste management; and
developing the strategic direction and an education program for waste management
across Council.
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Activity Snapshot
Animal Management

*Note – large increase in Jan-Mar 2018 was due to 66
reports relating to wasps.

Waste Management

*Note – overall recycling rate reported on page 26
includes both recycling and green waste as recyclable
materials diverted from landfill.
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Community Transport

Home Assist & Social
Support

Tree Management
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Parking Complaints

Waste Water

Health Services

Pool Safety
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Theme 5 – Business & Employment
Tourism Customer Satisfaction with Visitor Information
Services
Average Customer Satisfaction Rating
Target met for Quarter 1 with an average rating of very good.
RESULTS

INTERPRETATION
Whilst the results show that the target rating of 4 continues to be achieved, demonstrating
that on average customers rate the customer service at the Visitor Information Centre as
very good, it should be noted that these averages are drawn from a relatively low number
of ratings (10 in Quarter 1) compared to the total number of customers served – there
were 10,684 visitor enquires during the first quarter. On this basis, the data is not considered
representative of the customer base and should be interpreted conservatively.
RESPONSE
The Tourism Services team will continue to explore opportunities to encourage customers
to provide feedback on their satisfaction with services provided. A range of web-based
and social media tools will be utilised to engage customers.
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Visitor Information Centre Bookings
Booking Revenue (Accommodation/Tours/Tickets)
Quarter 1 revenue collected showed continuing growth since March 2018.
RESULTS

INTERPRETATION
The Barossa Visitor Centre reported very strong growth following the release of the Barossa
Be Consumed Campaign in May 2013 with enquiries and sales growing strongly year on
year. The ‘Barossa Be Consumed’ campaign was completed by 30 June 2016 and
enquiries and sales have slowed down since. Sales remain steady when compared to
results prior to the ‘Barossa Be Consumed’ Campaign (pre-2013). Total booking revenue
for the first quarter equaled $185,903, showing growth of approximately $48,000
compared to the start of 2018 ($137,466 in March 2018).
Overall a number of external factors continue to impact sales performance. These include
strong and aggressive competition for our booking site from Air BnB, Bookings.com, wotif,
Expedia, stayz, Trip Advisor etc. Many of these international companies spend billions of
dollars in google advertising and digital marketing to ensure their websites are within the
top 3 search results. Barossa.com has in fact seen an overall decline in visitation as a result.
RESPONSE
No response required.
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Cycle Hub – Bike Hire Revenue
Sales Revenue
The first quarter saw the strongest revenue recorded since December 2017.
RESULTS

INTERPRETATION
During Quarter 1 the Cycle Hub recorded $7,732 in bike hire revenue, the strongest
quarterly result for 2018 calendar year.
Over the first quarter, 85 bikes were hired compared to 77 during the same period in
2017/18.
In addition to the revenue being generated by this initiative, Council’s ongoing investment
and service delivery in cycling creates strong destination awareness of the Barossa
leading to greater visitor yield and length of stay.
RESPONSE
No response required.
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Activity Snapshot

Visitor Information
Centre & Cycle Hub
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How We Work – Good Governance
Operating Surplus/(Deficit) Ratio
Operating surplus (deficit) expressed as a percentage of operating income
Result within target range for 2017/18.
RESULTS

INTERPRETATION
Annual Measure – Updated financial data as at 30 June 2018 shows an operating
surplus/(deficit) ratio of 5.87 which is within the target range.
It is anticipated that the improved budget performance, budget estimations and
improvements to processes in the organisation are containing expenditure growth to less
than budgeted. The actual 2017/18 actual operating surplus was $2.25M. Coupled with
containing expenditure, Council received $0.6M advance grant payment (from the
2018/19 expected grant allocation) from the Commonwealth the week prior to end of
financial year which distorts the operating result for 2017/18 and 2018/19. The 2018/19
budget was based on a zero base calculation and the performance over the past two
years is reflected in the operating budget for the 2018/19 financial year.
RESPONSE
No response required.
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Net Financial Liabilities Ratio
Net financial liabilities at the end of the financial year as a percentage of
operating income for the year
Result exceeded target for 2017/18.
RESULTS

INTERPRETATION
Annual Measure – The Actual Net Liabilities for 2017/18 fell within the targeted range but
was well below budgeted Net Financial Liabilities due to holding more cash at the end of
the financial year than originally expected. This result is largely due to unexpected
income including the Financial Assistance Grant for 2018/19 which was paid in June 2018
and numerous decreases to expenditure, including salaries, energy and materials costs
together with a decrease to liabilities, additional cash holdings brought forward from the
previous year, savings from budget projections and $3.2m expenditure not spent carried
forward to next year.
RESPONSE
No response required.
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Customer Request Completion Rate
Percentage of Customer Requests Completed (On Time and Overdue)
Quarter 1 target exceeded.
RESULTS

INTERPRETATION
The first Quarter of 2018/19 saw a 90.89% request completion rate, exceeding the target of
85%. This measure is calculated using the number of requests completed year to date
(regardless of when they were logged or due) versus the number of requests due for the
same period. As a result, it is possible for the number of requests completed during the
period to exceed the number logged.
RESPONSE
Council is continuing to focus on the improvement of customer request response times,
particularly in relation to analysing duplication of effort both within and across directorates
and focusing on administrative process optimisation within the customer service supply
chain. The implementation of Pathway Smart Mobile applications under Council’s
Change Program will be a key strategy in improving the customer request completion rate
by introducing greater mobility to Council’s customer request management system and
allowing officers to complete requests in real time out in the field.
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Customer Request Resolution Rate
Percentage of Customer Requests Resolved on Time
Quarter 1 target not met.
RESULTS

INTERPRETATION
The targeted resolution rate was not met for the first quarter, with only 54.41% of requests
completed by the nominated due date. This result represents a continuing downturn
similar to the final quarter of 2017/18 and can be largely attributed to the influx of waste
related customer requests as a result of the rollout of the new Waste Management
Contract.
As demonstrated in the chart below, the number of requests received during the first
quarter continued to be exceptionally high (3,950 requests) compared to the same period
in 2017/18 (2,592). A total of 1,197 requests during the first quarter related to waste
management. The mass influx of waste management requests had a direct impact on the
resolution rate, with the standard response time unachievable within existing resources.
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Even accounting for the impact of the Waste Management Contract rollout, Council has
continued to see a much higher number of requests received per quarter compared to
previous years. This increase is a direct reflection of a change in Council’s customer
request processing methodology and use of supporting corporate systems, whereby the
organisation is transitioning to all requests being managed end to end in Council’s
customer request management system rather than multiple systems. This has meant that
whilst request numbers appear to have increased significantly, workload has not
necessarily increased across some key request types, it is now just recorded and measured
in a central location. Previously a significant portion of the organisation’s work was unable
to be measured or quantified. The impact of this change can be seen in increased
activity associated with processing of Council rates and dog registrations and requests for
changes to Council’s name and address register.
RESPONSE
As identified in the previous measure, key strategic projects currently being implemented
to address customer request close out issues, to identify system and administrative process
improvements and the review of customer service methodologies more broadly, and the
implementation of Pathway Smart Mobile applications will result in continued progress
towards achieving the nominated target.
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Operational Expenditure Against Budget
Actual Operating Expenditure as a % of Budgeted Operating Expenditure
Quarter 1 target range not met.
RESULTS

INTERPRETATION
As at 30 September 2018, 19.88% of the quarterly operational budget had been spent.
Across Council more broadly, operating expenditure has been impacted significantly by
the timing of payments and charges relating to key categories such as insurance, interest,
employee expenses, rubble provision, waste collection, contract fees and electricity and
water. After accounting for these timing issues, the majority of which were resolved early in
Quarter 2, the budget was 91.15% spent and within the target range.
RESPONSE
Officers will continue to monitor operational budget and service performance during
2018/19.
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Capital Expenditure Against Budget
Actual Capital Expenditure as a percentage of Budgeted Capital Expenditure
Quarter 1 target not met.
RESULTS

INTERPRETATION
As at 30 September 2018, just 7.73% of the $19,449,000 capital budget had been spent.
A portion of the YTD variance in capital expenditure against budget in Works and
Engineering Services (approximately $200k) is due to the following two projects where costs
will be transferred from operating to capital during quarter 2;



The upgrade of Lucks Road is being completed using internal resources and was
originally budgeted as an external project, a second quarter budget adjustment will be
submitted to correct this.
Road Re-Sheeting capital works have commenced and are well advanced during
Quarter 1, however operational spend had not been allocated to capital during Quarter
1. This will be addressed via a second quarter budget adjustment.

More broadly, there are significant levels of commitments and expenditure flowing
through the financials in Quarter 2 already. The capital budget will also decrease
significantly in Quarter 2.
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There is $3.946M in the capital budget that was linked to a successful Regional Growth
Fund application with the Federal Government which was unsuccessful, this will be
removed from the forward estimates in Quarter 2 effectively reducing the capital budget.
Angaston railway station works are on track with larger expenditure flows to occur in the
new year, along with Tanunda acceleration works and Williamstown Oval bridge
(Tanunda and Williamstown works) which had been delayed subject to the regional
growth fund outcome. The budget will also be adjusted to carry forward CWMS Tanunda
work as the current budget estimate is well short of tender prices, therefore the work will
be deferred and further funding considered as part of the 2019/20 budget deliberations.
In addition, female toilets and change rooms at Nuriootpa Oval were contingent upon a
sports and recreational grant which was also unsuccessful. In total these deferred projects
total $6.740M.
Allowing for the items outlined above, the adjusted percentage spend would be in the
order of 11.8% with significant commitments in Quarter 2 and 3.
RESPONSE
Works and Engineering based capital spend will significantly improve during the second
and third quarters. A large portion of capital works is contracted or a plan is in place to
procure construction services. Works & Engineering Services continue to employ an
additional capital delivery resource and have completed internal resource restructures to
continue the focus on capital works delivery.
Necessary adjustments outlined will be made in Quarter 2 and this will reflect a new target
spend in the order of $14.778M.
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Organisational Culture Improvement
Percentage percentile shift in the culture survey results to an organisation of
progressively improving achievement and self-actualising styles of operation
Primarily a constructive result from the October 2016 OCI/OEI Employee survey. All
Defensive styles are below the 50th percentile ring, and two Constructive styles are at or
above the 50th percentile ring, which is desireable.
RESULTS

INTERPRETATION
Biennial Measure - Whilst the results from the 2016 Culture survey are steady, with some
improvements in causal factor results (from the Organisational Effectiveness Inventory
(OEI)), the most striking difference between the 2014 survey and the 2016 survey is the
increased response rate, at around 25%. This is a very positive indicator as it demonstrates
an increased willingness to engage in organisational improvement.
RESPONSE
Each directorate has reviewed their individual results and formulated an action plan to
address areas of improvement identified.
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Staff Development - Training
Percentage of staff with an approved training needs analysis
Target met for 2017/18.
RESULTS

INTERPRETATION
Annual Measure - All employees have an individual training plan which is scheduled for
review on a 12-month cycle.
During 2017/18 Council implemented an online system (Skytrust) for managing staff
competencies, TNA’s and training records. As a result, during the first quarter for 2017/18,
132 TNA’s were completed and an additional 18 were completed during quarter 2,
resulting in an improvement in the rate of staff with an approved Training Needs Analysis
to 91% as at 30 June 2018.
RESPONSE
No response required.
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Staff Development – Performance Partnering
Percentage of staff who have completed performance partnering
Target met for 2017/18.
RESULTS

INTERPRETATION
Annual Measure – Council achieved a performance partnering completion rate of 87.4%
for 2017/18. Performance partnering workbooks were due to be completed by the end of
March 2018.
A new workbook was rolled out during the 2017/18 performance partnering review cycle
and resulted in a slight improvement in the completion rate within the nominated due
date, however there were still a significant percentage of outstanding workbooks which
managers were working to address by 30 June 2018.
A significant improvement was recorded during 2017/18, with 118 of 135 eligible
employees completing Performance Partnering. During 2017/18 there were 17.28% (28)
employees that were not required to complete Performance Partnering as they were
absent due to long term illness, were casual or still within their probation period.
RESPONSE
No response required.
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Staff Retention
Percentage of employees retained
Target not met, falling short by 1% with 89% of employees retained during 2017/18.
RESULTS

INTERPRETATION
Annual Measure – During 2017/18, Council recorded a retention rate of 89%, falling just
short of the targeted 90% which equates to only 1 additional vacancy. This result is
identical to the retention rate recorded in 2016/17.
Turnover in 2017/18 occurred due to natural attrition, retirements and cessation of fixed
term contracts. We have also seen increasing competition for skilled workers in the
planning and building fields, resulting in the movement of staff within the industry.
RESPONSE
Council continues to support the retention of staff through the development and
implementation of contemporary organisational development and human resource
management practices.
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Activity Snapshot

Rate Management

Council Decision Making

Local Government
Records Searches

Procurement
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Customer Requests

Human Resources &
Payroll

Knowledge &
Technology Services
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Risk Management
New measures currently under
construction

Communications &
Engagement
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